Background: A huge amount of biomedical textual information has been produced and collected in MEDLINE for decades. In order to easily utilize biomedical information in the free text, document clustering and text summarization together are used as a solution for text information overload problem. In this paper, we introduce a coherent graph-based semantic clustering and summarization approach for biomedical literature.
Background
A huge amount of textual information has been produced and collected in text databases or digital libraries for decades because the most natural form to store information is text. For example, MEDLINE, the largest biomedical bibliographic text database, has more than 16 million articles and more than 10,000 articles are weekly added to MEDLINE. Figure 1 shows the exploding volume of biomedical literature in MEDLINE over the past 57 years, which makes it difficult to locate and manage the public biomedical information.
In order to tackle this pressing text information overload problem, document clustering and text summarization together have been used as a solution. This is because document clustering enables us to group similar text information and then text summarization provides condensed text information for the similar text by extracting the most important text content from a similar document set or a document cluster. For this reason, document clustering and text summarization can be used for important components of information retrieval system. Traditional document clustering and text summarization approaches, however, have four major problems. First, traditional approaches are based on the vector space model. The use of vector space representation for documents causes two major limitations. The first limitation is the vector space model assumes all the dimensions in the space to be independent. In other words, the model assumes that words/terms are mutually independent in documents. However, most words/terms in a document are related to each other. This is a fundamental problem of the vector space model on document representation. For example, consider the word set, {Vehicle, Car, Motor, Automobile, Auto, Ford}; they are not independent but are closely related. The second limitation is that text processing in a high dimensional space significantly hampers its similarity detection for objects (here, documents) because distances between every pair of objects tend to be the same regardless of data distributions and distance functions [2] . Thus, it may dramatically decrease clustering performance.
Second, traditional document clustering and text summarization approaches do not consider semantically related words/terms (e.g., synonyms or hyper/hyponyms). For instance, they treat {Cancer, Tumor, Neoplasm, Malignancy} as different terms even though all these words have very similar meaning. This problem may lead to a very low relevance score for relevant documents because the documents do not always contain the same forms of words/terms. In fact, the problem comes intrinsically from the fact that traditional document clustering approaches do not "perceive" objects nor "understand" what the objects "mean".
Third, traditional clustering approaches cannot provide an explanation of why a document is grouped into one of document clusters [3] because they pursue a similaritybased mechanism on clustering, which does not produce any models or rules for document clusters. Another reason is that they involve a very high dimensional vector space representation for a document, which does not allow users to interpret the representation.
Lastly, on vector representations of documents based on the bag-of-words model, they tend to use all the words/ terms in the documents after removing the stop-words. This leads to thousands of dimensions in the vector representation of documents; this is called the "Curse of Dimensionality". In addition, it is well known that only a very small number of words/terms in documents have distinguishable power on clustering documents and become the key elements of text summaries. Those words/terms are normally the concepts in the domain related to the documents. Figure 1 The Exploding Number of MEDLINE Articles over Years. The data was retrieved from PubMed [1] using "dp" keyword, which stands for Data of Publication.
The Exploding Number of MEDLINE Articles over Years
These four traditional problems have motivated this study. In this paper, we introduce a coherent biomedical literature clustering and summarization approach. The coherence of document clustering and text summarization is required because a set of documents are usually multiple-topics. For this reason text summarization does not yield high-quality summary without document clustering. On the other hand, document clustering is not very useful for users to understand a set of documents if the explanation for document categorization or the summaries for each document cluster is not provided. In other words, document clustering and text summarization are complementary. This is the primary motivation for the coherent approach of document clustering and text summarization.
The key of the approach is the use of the graphical representation method for text using a biomedical ontology. The graphical representation method represents a set of documents or sentences as an ontology-enriched scalefree graph. This ontology-enriched graphical representation method provides a very natural way to portray the contents of documents, provides document representation independence (to be discussed in Section 3), and guarantees better scalability on text mining than the traditional vector space model.
The ontology-enriched graph (i.e., the corpus-level graphical representation of documents) is clustered under the consideration of the power law distribution of terms in documents to identify document cluster models as semantic chunks capturing the semantic relationships among the terms in document clusters. These document cluster models are used for assigning documents to clusters to group semantically similar documents in accordance with the similarity between each document and document cluster models. For each document cluster, text summarization is performed by constructing Text Semantic Interaction Network (TSIN) using the semantic relationships in the document cluster model. TSIN is constructed based on the semantic similarities among selected sentences that depend on the edit distances between their ontology-enriched graphical representations. Significant text contents by considering their centrality in the network become the summary.
The primary contribution of this paper is we introduce a coherent biomedical literature clustering and summarization approach that takes advantage of ontology-enriched graphical representations of documents. Our approach significantly improves the quality of document clusters and understandability of documents through summaries for each document cluster.
Results

Document sets
In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed approach, Clustering and Summarization with Graphical Representation for documents (CSUGAR), we conducted extensive experiments on public MEDLINE abstracts. For the extensive experiments, first we collected document sets related to various diseases from MEDLINE. We use "MajorTopic" tag along with the disease-related MeSH terms as queries to MEDLINE. Table 1 shows the base document sets retrieved from MEDLINE. After retrieving the base data sets, we generate various document combinations whose numbers of classes are 2 to 9 (as shown in Table 2 ) by randomly mixing the document sets. The document sets used for generating the combinations are later used as answer keys on the document clustering performance measure.
Evaluation method
Document clustering
In general, clustering systems have been evaluated in three ways. First, document clustering systems can be assessed based on user studies whose main purpose is to measure the user's satisfaction with the output of the systems. Second, the objective functions of clustering algorithms have been used to evaluate the algorithms. This method is normally used when the classes are unknown. Finally, clustering algorithms can be evaluated by comparing clustering output with known classes as answer keys. There have been a number of comparison metrics (see [4] for details). Among them we use misclassification index (MI) [5] , Fmeasure, and cluster purity as clustering evaluation metrics.
MI is the ratio of the number of misclassified objects to the size of the whole data set; thus, MI with 0% means the perfect clustering. For example, MI is calculated as follows under the situation shown in the Table 3 . Note that the total number of objects in classes is the same as the number of objects in clusters.
F-measure is a measure that combines the recall and the precision from information retrieval. When F-measure is used as a clustering quality measure, each cluster is treated as the retrieved documents for a query and each class is regarded as an ideal query result. Larsen and Aone [6] defined overall clustering F-measure as the weighted average of all values for the F-measure as given by the following: for class i and cluster j , where the max function is over all clusters, n is the number of documents, and However, this formula is sometimes problematic; if a cluster has the majority (or even all) of objects, more than a class are matched with only such a cluster for calculating F-measure and some clusters are not matched with any classes (meaning that those clusters are not evaluated in Fmeasure). Thus, we exclude matched clusters on the process of the max function. In consequence, a class is matched with only a cluster that yields the maximum F-measure.
The cluster purity indicates the percentage of the dominant class members in the given cluster; the percentage is nothing more than the maximum precision over the classes. For measuring the overall clustering purity, we use the weighted average purity as shown below (for class i MI = = = # of misclassified objects total # of objects 3 100 3% , where n is the number of documents
Text summarization
Text summarization has often been evaluated by comparing system-generated summary with human-generated summary as "gold standards". However, this evaluation method has two problems. First, human-generated summary is not always available for every domain; there are de facto standard data sets with summaries called Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) for summarization approaches but these data sets are not fit for our evaluation because we apply our method to biomedical domain using biomedical ontology. Second, as Salton [7] and Nomoto and Matsumoto [8] indicated, human-generated summaries vary so that they are not really reliable and may not be used as "gold standards".
To this end, we introduce a new summarization evaluation method. This evaluation method judges the quality of summary in terms of the performance of document clustering for original documents excluding summary. Thus, for high-quality summary its document clustering performance is subjected to be poor; the higher summary quality, the lower document clustering performance for a set of documents excluding its summary sentences.
Experiment results
Document clustering
Because the full detailed experiment results are too big to be depicted in this paper, we average the clustering evaluation metric values and show the standard deviations (σ) for them to indicate how consistent a clustering approach yields document clusters (simply, the reliability of each approach). The σ would be a very important document clustering evaluation factor because document clustering is performed in the circumstance where the information about documents is unknown. • CSUGAR outperforms the nine document clustering methods.
• CSUGAR has the most stable clustering performance regardless of test corpora, while CLUTO Bisecting Kmeans and K-means do not always show stable clustering performance.
• Hierarchical approaches have a serious scalability problem.
• STC and the original Bisecting K-means have a scalability problem.
• MeSH Ontology improves the clustering solutions of STC.
Unexpectedly, the original BiSecting K-means [9] shows poor performance. Unlike the studies [10] and [11] , our experiment results indicate the original BiSecting K-means is even worse than K-means. On the other hand, such a result is also found in [12] . This contradiction leads us to deem that the clustering results of BiSecting K-means and K-means heavily depend on document sets used.
We observe that CSUGAR has the best performance, yields the most stable clustering results and scales very well. More specifically, CSUGAR shows 45% cluster quality improvement and 72% clustering reliability improvement, in terms of MI, over Bisecting K-means with the best parameters. There are three reasons to support the results. First, CSUGAR uses an ontology-enriched graphical representation that still retains the semantic relationship information about the core concepts of the documents. Second, CSUGAR uses document cluster models that capture the core semantic relationship for each document Purity n n i j LOS: selecting the cluster (to be bisected) with the least overall similarity and Largest: selecting the largest cluster to be bisected. MI: the smaller, the better clustering quality. Purity and F-measure: the bigger, the better clustering quality.
cluster to categorize documents. Third, as the number of documents to be processed increase, a corpus-level graphical representation at most linearly expands or keeps its size with only some changes on edge weights, while a vector space representation (i.e. document*word matrix) at least linearly grows or increases by n*t, where n is the number of documents and t is the number of distinct terms in documents. In addition to the superiority of CSUGAR over traditional document clustering approaches, one should notice that only CSUGAR supply a meaningful explanation for document clustering as well as the summaries of each document cluster through generated document cluster models (as shown in Figure 2 ). This could be critical for users to understand clustering results and documents as a whole because document clustering is performed in the circumstance where the information about documents is unknown. Figure 3 shows the comparison of degree centrality approach and mutual refinement (MR) centrality approach for four sample datasets due to the page limitation. Table 5 shows document clustering performance decrease as summary compression ratio increase for each summarization method; MI is used for clustering evaluation metric. In contrast to our expectation, MR centrality does not show better performance than degree centrality except 5% summary compression ratio even if MR spends extra time to refine node ranking process; the complexity of MR is O(n(n -1)/2). However, several studies have observed that the degree centrality is a decent but fast method to measure the centrality of node in a graph. For example, Erkan and Radev [13] found degree centrality and LexRank (simplified PageRank algorithm) yield similar output quality in text summarization and Wu et al [14] also showed degree centrality produce similar output quality to betweenness centrality in their scale-free network study.
Text summarization
We include two sample text summarization outputs for Alzheimer Disease and Osteoarthritis document clusters in Additional file 1. This summary consists of document cluster model that would be regarded as the semantic chunk of the document cluster, and top seven summary sentences.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a coherent biomedical literature clustering and summarization approach. Document clustering and text summarization should be integrated
The Dataflow of the CSUGAR Figure 2 The Dataflow of the CSUGAR. making an ontology-enriched graphical representation for documents. graph clustering for a graphical representation of documents. assigning documents to clusters based on the document cluster models. We used the graphical representation method to represent documents using a biomedical ontology for document clustering and text summarization. The graphical representation method represents a set of documents or sentences as an ontology-enriched scale-free graph. This ontology-enriched graphical representation method provides a very natural way to portray the contents of documents, provides document representation independence, and guarantees better scalability on text mining than the traditional vector space model. Our approach significantly improves the quality of document clusters and under- 
Clustering and summarization with graphical representation (CSUGAR)
The proposed approach consists of two components, document clustering and text summarization as shown in Figure 2. Each step is discussed in detail below; see the circled numbers in Figure 2 . Note the steps 1 to 3 correspond to document clustering and the steps 4 to 6 correspond to text summarization.
Step1: Ontology-enriched graphical representation for documents through concept mapping
All document clustering methods must first convert documents into a proper format. Since we recognize documents as a set of concepts that have their complex internal semantic relationships, we represent each document as a graph structure using the MeSH ontology. The primarily motivations behind the graphical representation of documents are the following. First, the graphical representation of documents is a very natural way to portray the contents of documents because the semantic relationship information about the concepts in documents remains on the representation while the vector space representation loses all the information. Second, the graphical representation method provides document representation independence. This means that the graphical representation of a document does not affect other representations. In the vector space representation, the addition of a single document usually requires the changes of every document representation. Third, the graphical representation guarantees better scalability than vector space model. Because a document representation is an actual data structure on text processing, its size should be as small as possible for better scalability. As the number of documents to be processed increases, a corpus-level graphical representation at most linearly expands or keeps its size with only some changes on edge weights, while a vector space representation (i.e. document*word matrix) at least linearly grows or increases by n*t where n is the number of documents and t is the number of distinct terms in documents.
We represent the graph as a triple G = (V, E, w)
, where V is a set of vertices that represent MeSH Descriptors, E is a set of edges that indicate the relationships between vertices, and w is a set of edge weights that are assigned according to the strength of the edge relationships. The relationships are derived from both the concept hierarchy in the MeSH ontology and the concept dependencies over documents. All the details are discussed below.
The whole procedure takes the following three steps: concept mapping, construction of individual graphical representations with both mapped concepts and their higherlevel concepts, and integration of individual graphical representations. First, it maps terms in each document into MeSH concepts. In order to reduce unnecessary searches rather than searching all Entry terms in each document, it selects 1 to 3-gram words as the candidates of MeSH Entry terms after removing stop words from each document. After matching the candidates with MeSH Entry terms, it replaces Entry terms with Descriptor terms to unite the synonyms or the related terms to descriptors. Then, it filters out some MeSH concepts that are too general (e.g. HUMAN) or too common over MEDLINE articles (e.g. ENGLISH ABSTRACT). We assume that those terms do not have distinguishable power on clustering documents.
In the second step, it extends the detected MeSH concepts by incorporating higher-level (i.e. more general) concepts in the MeSH Tree on a graphical representation. The main purpose of the concept extension is to make the graphical representation richer in terms of meaning. The primary benefit of the concept extension is to help users recognize similar topics. For example, a migraine document may involve the following concepts {"VASCULAR HEAD-ACHES", "CEREBROVASCULAR DISORDERS", "BRAIN DISEASES", "CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES"} using MIGRAINE concept in the document through its concept extension, and these extended concepts may link the document to any vascular headache documents. For each step of the concept extension, an edge consisting of a concept and its higher-level concept is drawn in the graph. For such new edges, weights are assigned based on their extension lengths. This is based on the fact that as the layers of the concept hierarchy go up, concepts become more general and less similar than concepts at lower levels. In this way, as concept-extensions are made from a base concept, the weights of the new edges by the concept-extensions decrease. The mechanism can be explained with the taxonomic similarity [15] or the set similarity (i.e.
, where α is a set of all the parent concepts of a concept plus the concept and β is a set of all the parent concepts of its immediate higher-level concept and plus the concept). In the third step, it merges the individual graphs generated from each document, into a corpus-level graph. In this step it further enriches the graph by reflecting concept dependence, which implies the necessary co-occurrence of concepts in documents, on the graph. This is based on the fact that co-occurrence concepts imply some semantic associations that the ontology cannot contain. The remaining problem for co-occurrence concepts is how to set the co-occurrence threshold; term pairs whose cooccurrence counts equal or bigger than the value are considered as co-occurrence terms. Because the threshold value fairly depends on documents or queries to retrieve documents, we develop a simple algorithm to detect a reasonable threshold value instead of just setting a fixed value. This algorithm tries to find a bisecting point in onedimensional data. It first sorts the data, takes the two end objects (i.e. the minimum and the maximum) as centroids, and then assigns the remaining objects to the two centroids based on the distances between each remaining object and a centroid. After each assignment of the objects, the centroids are updated. After obtaining the threshold value, co-occurrence concepts are mirrored as edges on the graph and their co-occurrence counts are used as edge weights. On the graph integration, edge weights add up for the identical edges.
Individual Graphical Representations for Each Document Figure 4 Individual Graphical Representations for Each Document. Figure 5 shows the third step. The corpus-level graph is made by merging the individual graphs and by reflecting co-occurrence concepts as new edges. Note that the integrated graph in the Figure 6 is based on only the four documents (D 1 to D 4 ) and two co-occurrence concepts from the whole document set (D 1 to D n ). Figure 6 shows a real graph that is a typical scale-free network.
Additionally, Figure 5 to each other. This is because our document representation method involves higher-level concepts relating semantically similar documents that do not share common terms.
Step2: Graph clustering for a graphical representation of documents
A number of phenomena or systems, such as the Internet [2] have been modeled as networks or graphs. Traditionally those networks were interpreted with Erdos & Rényi's random graph theory, where nodes are randomly distributed and two nodes are connected randomly and uniformly (i.e. Gaussian distribution) [16] . However, researchers have observed that a variety of networks such as those mentioned above, deviate from the random graph theory [17] in that a few most connected nodes are connected to a high fraction of all nodes (there are a few hub nodes). However, these hub nodes cannot be explained with the traditional random graph theory. Recently, Barabasi and Albert introduced the scale-free network [2] . The scale-free network can explain the hub nodes with high degrees because its degree distribution decays as a power law, P(k) ~ k -γ , where P(k) is the probability that a vertex interacts with k other vertices and γ is the degree exponent [2] .
Recently, Ferrer-Cancho and Solé have observed that the graph connecting words in English text follows a scale-free network [3] . Thus, the graphical representation of documents belongs to a highly heterogeneous family of scalefree networks. Our Scale Free Graph Clustering (SFGC) algorithm is based on the scale-free nature (i.e. the existence of a few hub vertices (concepts) in the graphical representation). SFGC starts detecting k hub vertex sets (HVSs) as the centroids of k graph clusters and then assigns the remaining vertices to graph clusters based on the relationships between the remaining objects and k hub vertex sets.
Before we describe SFGC in detail, we define the following terms.
▪ Hub vertices: a set of the most heavily-connected vertices in each graph cluster in terms of both the degrees of vertices and the weights of the edges connected to vertices due to the weighted graph. Figure 5 Integration of Individual Graphs.
Integration of Individual Graphs
▪ A graph cluster: a set of vertices that have stronger relationships with the hub vertices of the corresponding cluster than those of other clusters.
▪ A centroid: a set of hub vertices, not a single vertex because we assume a single term as a representative of a document cluster may have its dispositions so that the term may not have strong relationships with other key terms of the corresponding cluster. This complies with the scale-free network theory where centroids are a set of vertices that have high degrees.
Detecting k hub vertex sets as cluster centroids
The main process of the SFGC is to detect k hub vertex sets (HVS) as the centroids of k graph clusters. HVS is a set of vertices with high degrees in a scale-free network. Because HVSs are the cluster centroids, we might consider betweenness-based methods such as Betweenness Centrality [18] to measure the centrality of vertices in a graph; see [19] for the latest comprehensive review. However, those methods lead to quadratic or cubic running times [19] so that they are not appropriate for very large graphs. A recent scale-free network study [20] reports that Betweenness Centrality (BC) yields better experiment results to find cluster centroids than random sampling, degree ranking, and well-known HITS but degree ranking is comparable with BC. If we consider the complexities of BC (O(|V| 2 ) and degree ranking (O(|V|) in very large graphs, degree ranking should be selected. Unlike [20] that considers only the degrees (i.e. counting edges connected to vertices), we consider edge weights for a weighted graph. To this end, we introduce the salient scores of vertices that are obtained from the sum of the weights of the edges connected to vertices. The salience of a vertex is mathematically rendered as follows.
In order to set highly salient vertices as HVS first, the vertices are sorted in the descending order based on their salient scores.
Salience v e Within the top n vertices SFGC iteratively searches a vertex that has a strong relationship with any vertices in each HVS because we assume all the vertices in a HVS are strongly related to each other. If a vertex has multiple relationships with more than a HVS, the HVS that has the strongest relationship with the vertex is selected. After assigning a vertex, the vertex will not be used for HVS detection anymore.
Sometimes, HVSs are semantically similar enough to be merged because a document set (or a document cluster) may have multiple but semantically related topics. In order to measure the similarity between HVSs, we calculate an intra-edge weight sum (as similarity) of each of the two HVSs and an inter-edge weight sum between the HVSs. This mechanism is based on the fact that a "good" graph cluster should have both the maximum intra-cluster similarity and the minimum inter-cluster similarity. Thus, if an inter-edge weight sum is equal to or bigger than any of intra-edge weight sums, the corresponding two HVSs are merged. If this happened, SFGC tries to seek a new HVS.
Assigning remaining vertices to k graph clusters
Each of the remaining vertices (i.e. non-HVS) is (re)assigned to the graph cluster to which the vertex is the most similar. The similarity is based on the relationships between the vertex and each of the k HVSs. The degree of being strong in relationships is measured in the sum of edge weights. In this way k graph clusters are populated with the remaining vertices. In order to refine the graph clusters it iteratively reassigns vertices to the clusters with the update of k HVSs from their graph clusters just like Kmeans that updates k cluster centroids at each iteration to improve cluster quality. During the updates of HVSs, it uses the bisecting technique, used for co-occurrence threshold, to select new HVS from the vertices in each graph cluster based on their salient scores. In other words, the technique separates the vertices in each graph cluster into two vertex groups (i.e. HVS and non-HVS). Using the new HVSs, the vertices are reallocated to the most similar cluster. These iterations continue until no changes are made on clusters or stop at a certain iteration.
Finally, SFGC generates both graph clusters and HVSs as models. Figure 7 shows two sample HVSs generated from the graph in Figure 6 . The significances of the graphic document cluster models are that (1) each model captures the core semantic relationship information about document clusters and provides the intrinsic meanings of them in a simple form; (2) this facilitates the interpretation of each cluster in terms of the key descriptors and could support the effective information retrieval.
Step3: Model-based document assignment
In this section, we explain how to assign each document to document clusters. In order to decide which document belongs to which document cluster, CSUGAR matches the graphical representation of each document with each of the graph clusters as models. Here, we might adopt graph similarity mechanisms, such as edit distance (the minimum number of primitive operations for structural modifications on a graph). However, these mechanisms are not appropriate for this task because individual document graphs and graph clusters are too different in terms of the number of vertices and edges. As an alternative to graph similarity mechanisms we take a vote mechanism. This mechanism is based on the classification (HVS or nonTwo Sample Graphical Document Cluster Models from the Corpus-Level Graphical Representation in Figure 5 
Figure 7
Two Sample Graphical Document Cluster Models from the Corpus-Level Graphical Representation in Figure 5 . 
Step4: Making ontology-enriched graphical representations for each sentence
The first step of the graphical representation for sentences is basically the same as the graphical representation method for documents except concept extension and individual graph integration. In this step the concepts in sentences are extended using the relationships in relevant document cluster models rather than the entire concept hierarchy. In other words, we extend concepts within relevant semantic field.
Step5: Constructing text semantic interaction network (TSIN)
Text summarization problem has been addressed by selecting and ordering sentences (or phrases) based on various salient score mechanisms. Thus, the key process of text summarization is how to select "salient" sentences (or paragraphs in some approaches) as summary elements. We assume that the sentences becoming summary have the strong semantic relationships with other sentences because summary sentences cover the main points of a set of documents and comprise a condensed version of the set. In order to represent the semantic relationship among sentences, we construct Text Semantic Interaction Network (TSIN), where vertices are sentences, edges are the semantic relationship between them, and edge weights indicate the degree of the relationships.
In order to deal with the semantic relationships between sentences and calculate the similarities (as edge weight in the network) between them, we use edit distance between the graphical representations of sentences. The edit distance between G1 and G2 is defined as the minimum number of structural modification required to become G1 into G2, where structural modification is one of vertex insertion, vertex deletion, and vertex update. For example, the edit distance between the two graphical representations of D 1 and D 2 in Figure 8 is 5.
Step6: Selecting significant text contents for summary A number of approaches have been introduced to identify "important" nodes (vertices) in networks (or graphs) for decades. These approaches are normally categorized into degree centrality based approaches and between centrality based approaches. The degree centrality based approaches assume that nodes that have more relationships with others are more likely to be regarded as important in the network because they can directly relate to more other nodes. In other words, the more relationships the nodes in the network have, the more important they are. The betweenness centrality based approaches views a node as being in a favored position to the extent that the node falls on the geodesic paths between other pairs of nodes in the network [21] . In other words, the more nodes rely on a node to make connections with other nodes, the more important the node is.
These two approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages. Betweenness centrality based approaches yield better experiment results for small graphs to find cluster centroids than other relevant approaches, while they require cubic time complexity so that they are not appropriate for very large graphs. Degree centrality based approaches have been criticized because they only take into account the immediate relationships for each node while they require the linear time complexity and provide comparable output quality with betweenness centrality based approaches.
Because betweenness centrality cannot be applied to very large graphs due to its cubic time complexity, we adopt a well-known hyperlink ranking algorithm, Hypertext Induced Topic Search (HITS) [10] , as a centrality measure in a graph. HITS was introduced by Kleinberg in 1998 [10] . HITS algorithm begins with the searching for user's query. The search result, consisting of relevant web pages, is defined as Root Set. Then, the Root Set is expanded to Base Set by adding two kinds of web pages; in-coming pages that have hyperlinks to the Root Set pages and outcoming pages that are hyperlinked from the Root Set pages.
After the input data set is collected, authority and hub scores are calculated for each web page. The authority score of a page is based on the hyperlinks "to" the page while the hub score is based on the links "from" the page. The calculation is based on the following observation: We call this simplified HITS as Mutual Refinement (MR) centrality here since the node centrality is recursively mutually refined. Because the node centrality mutually depends on one another, we provide each node with its degree centrality as an initial value. We will apply MR centrality as well as the degree centrality to measure the centrality of sentences in TSIN.
